Abstract-In vivo development of a neovessel from an implanted biodegradable polymeric scaffold depends on a delicate balance between polymer degradation and native matrix deposition. Studies in mice suggest that this balance is dictated by immuno-driven and mechanotransduction-mediated processes, with neotissue increasingly balancing the hemodynamically induced loads as the polymer degrades. Computational models of neovessel development can help delineate relative time-dependent contributions of the immunobiological and mechanobiological processes that determine graft success or failure. In this paper, we compare computational results informed by long-term studies of neovessel development in immuno-compromised and immuno-competent mice. Simulations suggest that an early exuberant inflammatory response can limit subsequent mechano-sensing by synthetic intramural cells and thereby attenuate the desired long-term mechano-mediated production of matrix. Simulations also highlight key inflammatory differences in the two mouse models, which allow grafts in the immuno-compromised mouse to better match the biomechanical properties of the native vessel. Finally, the predicted inflammatory time courses revealed critical periods of graft remodeling. We submit that computational modeling can help uncover mechanisms of observed neovessel development and improve the design of the scaffold or its clinical use.
INTRODUCTION
Recent clinical trials evaluating a tissue engineered vascular graft (TEVG) in extra-cardiac Fontan procedures to palliate congenital single ventricle anomalies employed a biodegradable polymeric scaffold, seeded with autologous bone marrow derived mononuclear cells, that was implanted to connect the inferior vena cava (IVC) to the pulmonary artery. As the component polymers-a poly(glycolic acid), PGA felt and a poly(e-caprolactone and L-lactide), P(CL/LA) sealant-degraded, host vascular cells invaded the scaffold and produced neotissue, thus resulting in the first tissue engineered neovessel having growth capacity. Although there was neither mortality nor severe morbidity due to graft-related causes in any of the initial 25 patients, graft stenosis requiring angioplasty manifested in 24% of these cases. 6, 14 To better understand and ultimately to improve this promising TEVG, considerable effort subsequently turned toward mouse models wherein one can study more carefully the molecular, cellular, and biomechanical mechanisms of neovessel development. In the absence of a mouse model of single ventricle disease, attention focused on an infrarenal IVC interposition graft model that mimics blood pressures found in the Fontan circulation.
The mouse IVC model revealed two seminal findings. First, seeded bone marrow derived cells do not differentiate into the matrix producing cells that are essential for neotissue formation; rather, through paracrine signaling, the bone marrow derived cells recruit host monocytes which in turn recruit native synthetic vascular cells. 34 Second, stenosis occurs more frequently in unseeded (68%) than seeded (32%) grafts, suggesting that the bone marrow derived cells also influence the phenotype of the associated macrophages. 16 In other words, the normal foreign body response to an unseeded polymeric scaffold results in worse outcomes. Clearly, therefore, the inflammatory component of neovessel development must be understood and controlled to ensure improved outcomes. A follow-up study documented the timecourse of extracellular matrix protein deposition, including elastin and fibrillar collagens, and suggested that the evolving mechanobiological environment in which the infiltrating synthetic cells reside becomes increasingly important as the polymeric scaffold degrades and the neotissue carries more and more of the hemodynamic load. 29 Notwithstanding the fundamental role of experimental studies, computational models can provide additional insight into many aspects of vascular mechanics and biology. Fortunately, considerable progress has been achieved in developing mixture theory-based computational models of growth (changes in mass) and remodeling (changes in microstructure) in tissue engineering. 23, 38 In particular, our group developed a constrained mixture model of neovessel development 27 by extending prior models of mechanoadaptations by native blood vessels to sustained alterations in hemodynamic loading. 37 Initial simulations revealed the need to complement mechano-mediated matrix production with an immuno-driven production, consistent with available data. By describing 27 and predicting 19 the evolving mechanical properties of TEVGs, this model proved to be a reliable tool for assessing neovessel development.
Importantly, however, exuberant early inflammation plays a key role in graft narrowing and potential failure 15, 22 and our previous computational model was informed by data from unseeded PGA-P(CL/LA) grafts explanted from SCID/beige (bg) mice. Briefly, the severe combined immunodeficiency (SCID) mutation prevents proper development of mature T-cells and B-cells while the bg mutation affects natural killer (NK) cells, macrophages, platelets, and other myeloid cell activity. 25 Hence, SCID/bg mice have compromised innate and adaptive immune responses. Here, we extend our previous computational model to capture the natural history of in vivo TEVG development in both immuno-compromised and immuno-competent mice to delineate better the multiple roles of immunodriven and mechano-mediated neovessel development from an implanted polymeric scaffold. To complement the prior study, we focus on unseeded grafts that represent a worst case scenario while not introducing another complex variable, namely potential differences in seeding density and cell distributions.
METHODS

Scaffold
TEVGs were constructed from rectangular sheets of PGA felt that were wrapped to form a tube and sealed with a 50:50 copolymer solution of P(CL/LA). 33 Inner diameter, wall thickness, and axial length were 0.9 ± 0.08, 0.3 ± 0.03, and 3.0 ± 0.23 mm, respectively. Areal density of the PGA felt was 4.5 mg/cm 2 . Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) quantified the microstructure of the pre-fabrication PGA felt, at a magnification of 9200, and the luminal surface of the composite PGA-P(CL/LA) graft, at 9400 (n = 3 samples each, 3 images per sample). These images enabled quantification of initial polymer pore size (r p ) and fiber diameter (x p ) using a custom MATLAB image segmentation algorithm based on fuzzy C-means clustering and the diameterJ plug-in for ImageJ (NIH, Bethesda, MD, USA), respectively.
Select scaffolds were incubated in vitro in phosphate-buffered saline (PBS, Gibco) at 37°C to allow polymer degradation by hydrolysis; this solution was changed weekly to minimize possible catalytic effects of acidic degradation products. Scaffolds were removed from the PBS at 0, 1, 2, 4, or 6 weeks (n = 3 per time) and cannulated for uniaxial force-length testing using a custom device. 12 Luminal pressure was zero during testing since non-implanted scaffolds are not water-tight. After measuring the unloaded length, each scaffold was preconditioned using a single cycle of incremental stretching to 10%, followed by 10 cycles of axial loading and unloading in increments of 1% from the unloaded configuration to an axial stretch of 10%. Axial force and length were measured throughout.
Graft Implantation, Harvest, and Quantification
Experiments utilizing immuno-competent C57BL/6 wild-type mice were approved by the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee of Nationwide Children's Hospital and followed standard guidelines. Unseeded TEVGs were implanted as IVC interposition grafts in 8-week old mice using sterile microsurgical techniques as described previously. 33 Graft patency was assessed longitudinally using transabdominal ultrasound (Vevo 2100, VisualSonics, Inc., Toronto, Canada) and 9 patent specimens were harvested for mechanical testing (from the 12 samples that were implanted, 3 at each of the four times): n = 3 at 2 weeks, n = 1 at 6 weeks, n = 2 at 12 weeks, and n = 3 at 24 weeks post-implantation. Just prior to excision, the graft and adjacent IVC were marked in situ with 10-0 prolene sutures along their length to enable the in vivo axial stretch to be re-approximated during in vitro mechanical testing. Grafts from immuno-compromised CB17 SCID/bg mice were studied similarly as reported previously. 30 Specifically, the composite specimens (proximal IVC, graft, and distal IVC) were cannulated and secured to custom drawn, size-matched glass micropipettes with 6-0 suture and a small drop of cyanoacrylate. Cannulated vessels were placed in our custom computer-controlled biaxial testing device within a Hank's buffered salt solution (Gibco) and initial dimensions (outer diameter and axial length) were recorded in the unloaded state. Vessels were then stretched to their estimated in vivo axial stretch (based on the prolene sutures), equilibrated at 15 mmHg with physiological intraluminal flow for 15 min, and preconditioned via four cycles of pressurization from 0 to 30 mmHg. Following preconditioning, unloaded dimensions were measured again and the in vivo axial stretch of the composite vessel was determined in vitro by identifying the stretch at which the measured axial force remained nearly constant while intraluminal pressure changed. Each specimen was subjected to two cycles of pressurediameter testing from 0 to 30 mmHg at the experimentally determined in vivo axial stretch ratio. Pressure, axial force, axial length, and outer diameter were recorded throughout testing. The mean unloaded thickness was measured via image analysis of crosssections of intact rings excised following testing. TEVGs from CB17 SCID/bg mice were tested and analyzed similarly. 30 Native IVCs from 8-week old C57BL/6 (n = 5) and CB17 SCID/bg (n = 5) mice served as appropriate controls. 21 Following testing, specimens were fixed in 10% neutral buffered formalin for 24 h, embedded in paraffin, sectioned serially at 4 lm, and stained with hematoxylin and eosin (H&E). Additional histology was collected at 3 and 10 weeks for the SCID/bg mouse model.
Theoretical Framework
We employed a general constrained mixture model 18 to describe contributions of individual constituents (e.g., polymer, different families of fibrillar collagens) to the overall structure and function of an evolving TEVG (Fig. 1) . Briefly, three classes of constitutive relations are postulated 37 for each constituent a = 1, . We let smooth muscle cells (a = sm) be the primary mesenchymal cell type, but with inflammatory (a = i, sm) or mechano-mediated (a = m, sm) phenotypes. Finally, we use a four-fiber family model for two groups of fibrillar collagens (a = c)-those produced in response to inflammatory (a = i, c) vs. mechanical (a = m, c) stimuli-described by an axial family, a circumferential family, and two diagonally symmetric families.
Specifically, the stored energy density W a (s) for any structurally significant constituent a was postulated as 27 where q(s) is the evolving mass density of the mixture and q a (0) is the apparent mass density of constituent a at G&R time 0 [with q c (0
, is prescribed as a normalized sigmoidal decay consistent with experiments,
where k p is a rate-type parameter and f p adjusts the time of onset of rapid mass loss. Data on polymer degradation were gathered from in vitro tests, hence we introduced an inflammatory modifier c 
where m m h is the homeostatic production rate in native tissue whereas K m r and K m s w modulate production according to deviations in intramural circumferential stress and wall shear stress from homeostatic targets, respectively. The term (1 2 exp(2 s)), which is not present in native G&R applications, accounts for a delayed cellular infiltration following implantation. Production of inflammation-stimulated constituents takes the form,
where for simplicity, we let the basal inflammatory production rate m i h ¼ m m h for each similar type of constituent (e.g., immuno-driven or mechano-mediated collagen). Moreover, K i (s) is a gain parameter for a gamma distribution function with d and b rate and shape parameters, respectively. We let
where K i h is a basal inflammatory gain, r p (s) is the changing pore size of the scaffold, and r n is a critical pore size above which cellular infiltration occurs, K i w is the baseline inflammatory response to the surgical procedure. This term disappears when G&R time s denotes a homeostatic state in which inflammatory matrix production is negligible.
Removal of neotissue proceeds according to a firstorder kinetic process, namely Polymer alone exists in the initial configuration j(0), while at later times s 2 (0, s) the graft is in configuration j(s) and immuno-driven and mechano-mediated matrix are deposited relative to natural configurations j a n ðsÞ; which induces a deposition pre-stretch via the linear transformation G a (s Other modeling parameters were selected based on prior G&R computations 27 or determined from fits of experimental data using a surrogate management framework (SMF)-based optimization method, described elsewhere 2 and used before to estimate values of G&R parameters. 31 Briefly, SMF is initialized by sampling the parameter space and computing values of an objective function at each sampled point. A surrogate function is then fit to these sampled points, after which the surrogate is searched for potential minima. True function evaluations are used to iteratively update the surrogate and identify a local minimum. Multiple, semi-random initializations in the parameter space during multiple optimization runs helped to identify unique solutions with convergent parameter values.
The sigmoidal degradation parameters for both polymers, k p E and f p E ; were determined by fitting the uniaxial degradation data using differences between simulated and experimentally calculated forces at each experimental degradation time. These simulations were run using a simplified version of the full G&R code with only polymer present. Material parameters c m 1;h and c m 2;h for native collagen and smooth muscle were calculated from fits to the pressure-diameter-axial force data collected previously for both mouse models, 21 C57BL/6 and SCID/bg. Homeostatic mass production m m h and degradation rates k m h came from the native homeostatic geometry and prior simulations. 27, 37 The critical pore size for normalization r n came from experimental results for macrophages, which identified a range for non-frustrated infiltration. 10 The basal gain for immuno-driven mass production K i w and similarly gain parameters for mechano-mediated production K m r and K m s w were taken from prior work. 27, 28 The other eight immuno-related parameters in the G&R framework were fit separately to mean values of pressure-normalized diameter and thickness data for the two mouse models (n =
; which control differences in mechanical properties of the inflammatory matrix; k c , the rate parameter regulating collagen maturation; d and b, the parameters controlling the rate and shape of the inflammatory gamma distribution function; K i h ; the gain on inflammatory matrix production and degradation; and K i max ; the scaling factor for increased inflammatory matrix degradation (Table 3 ). All other model parameters were held constant throughout the fitting. The G&R framework was used to calculate the evolving geometry, including in vivo thickness and composition of the graft. Simulated pressure-diameter behaviors were evaluated at experimental times to compare to measured data. Fits were determined by minimizing the difference in normalized pressure-diameter behavior and loaded thickness between experimental and simulated results at each experimental time. Hemodynamic conditions in these lumenmatching IVC interposition grafts were assumed constant, with a luminal pressure of 2 mmHg and a wall shear stress of 2 Pa, as before. 27, 28 RESULTS SEM images of the initial PGA felt and the final composite scaffold sealed with P(CL/LA) reveal the percent reduction in pore size with the addition of sealant, though the overall graft retained an open, porous structure ( Fig. 2a; Table 1 ). As seen in the figure, the original nearly uniform distribution of pore sizes reduced dramatically following the addition of sealant, with a final mean pore size of~11.2 lm. The fibers making up individual pores were also greatly reduced in diameter (Table 1) . These composite scaffolds experienced a complete loss of mechanical integrity by 6 weeks during in vitro degradation experiments (Fig. 2b) . While the degradation parameters and evolving scaffold material properties were calculated as part of the fitting process, the initial mechanical behavior at 0 weeks was predicted based on material properties of PGA and P(CL/LA) from the literature, the calculated porosity of the scaffold from SEM, and microstructural arguments from the literature.
11 See Table 1 . Albeit not shown, parameters found from in vitro degradation simulations suggested that these grafts would have been less distensible after 2 weeks than were the implanted grafts despite deposition of new matrix in the latter. That is, our results suggest that in vivo immuno-driven processes accelerate polymer degradation.
A detailed comparison of mechanical behaviors of the native veins reveals a structurally stiffer behavior under pressurization in SCID/bg compared to C57BL/ 6 mice. 21 Separate fitting of the pressure-diameter curves for both types of mice (Fig. 3b) further revealed an increased material stiffness in the SCID/bg mouse despite its lower wall thickness and axial stretch. This difference manifested as a leftward shift in the tensionstretch behavior of veins from the SCID/bg mice (not shown). As matrix components are assumed to be deposited in native veins in response to mechanical cues, material parameters from the associated regression analyses were included as baseline matrix parameters for the G&R simulations (Table 2) .
After 24 weeks of implantation, the mechanical behavior of the implanted grafts showed markedly lower distensibility in pressurization tests compared to the native veins for both mouse models (Fig. 3a) . Nonetheless, SCID/bg grafts were more similar to their native IVC, with an average normalized diameter of 1.28 for the grafts vs. 1.42 for its native vein, both at 20 mmHg. In contrast, C57BL/6 results revealed an average normalized diameter of 1.10 for the grafts vs. 1.81 for its native vein (Figs. 3a and 3b ), again at 20 mmHg. Figure 3a shows the evolving pressure-diameter behavior at 2, 6, and 12 weeks of implantation. C57BL/6 grafts behaved similar to SCID/bg grafts at 2 weeks, with average normalized diameters of 1.06 and 1.04, respectively, at 20 mmHg. This observation was surprising given that C57BL/6 grafts were thicker (Fig. 3c) . SCID/bg grafts exhibited greater distensibility than the C57BL/6 grafts at later times, with the thickness of the latter remaining more than 100 lm greater than that of the former. When compared within groups, C57BL/6 grafts exhibited similar pressure-normalized diameter behaviors at 2, 6, and 12 weeks, with only slight increases in distensibility with progressive remodeling. In contrast, distensibility improved from 2 to 6 weeks in the SCID/bg mice, though with limited differences from 6 to 12 weeks. The primary difference in thickening was a marked early increase in the C57BL/6 grafts; the SCID/bg (Fig. 3c) . Many of the non-inflammatory G&R parameters were selected based on prior simulations for SCID/bg mice 27 (Table 2 ). In contrast, the inflammatory G&R parameters were determined using the SMF and pressure-normalized diameter and thickness data for both mouse models (Table 3 ). The G&R simulations (Figs. 3a and 3c ) agreed well with experimental data, with R 2 = 0.82 for C57BL/6 data and R 2 = 0.94 for SCID/bg data. These immuno-related parameters enable one to assess (patho)physiological properties modeled by the constitutive relations. Inflammatory modifiers of the mechanical behavior of the deposited matrix increased the energy stored by inflammatory constituents for a range of relevant stretches, which may reflect a stiffer matrix deposited via immuno-driven processes (Fig. 4a) . Both C57BL/6 and SCID/bg grafts were predicted to have inflammatory matrix stiffer than their respective mechano-mediated matrix, but that in the C57BL/6 grafts was greater. This finding was somewhat unexpected since normal mechanomediated matrix in the native SCID/bg veins was stiffer than that of the C57BL/6 veins. Simulated maturation of matrix deposited in the SCID/bg grafts occurred rapidly, with 99% of the maximum values of the material properties attained within 1 week (Fig. 4b) ; that for the C57BL/6 grafts occurred over a longer period, with 99% of the maximum reached after 20 weeks of remodeling. In combination with the differences in inflammatory modifiers for matrix properties, these simulations suggested a greater capacity to store elastic energy in C57BL/6 than in SCID/bg grafts, at a fixed stretch of 1.08, after 4 weeks (Fig. 4c) . It thus appears that while inflammatory matrix is ultimately stiffer in the C57BL/6 mice, a period of remodeling is needed to reach the maximum value. In contrast, inflammatory matrix in the SCID/bg mice appeared to remodel quickly to its final, less stiff, state.
Simulated polymer degradation occurred on similar time scales for both mouse models, with a 0.001 residual volume fraction after 4 weeks, though the P(CL/LA) sealant degraded somewhat earlier in C57BL/6 grafts than in SCID/bg grafts (Fig. 4d) . Scaffold fragmentation likely occurred in both models before significant neotissue deposition and cross-linking, similar to previous in vitro findings, 8 reflected herein by a 2-week graft behavior that was less stiff than that of the non-implanted scaffold. Matrix deposited in response to the inflammatory stimulus degraded more quickly than that in response to the mechanical stimulus, though there were only minor differences in degradation rates for the inflammatory matrix in the two mouse models (Fig. 4e ). There were, however, dramatic differences in the gain parameters for inflammatory matrix production between the two models (Fig. 4f) . C57BL/6 simulations exhibited an early peak in the gain parameter, within 3 days of implantation, followed by a decay to 0.01 (i.e., less than 1% of baseline value) after~7 weeks. The gain parameter for the SCID/bg peaked after 5 weeks, with an eventual decay to 0.01 after 22 weeks. Peak values were 27.75 and 5.45 for the C57BL/6 and SCID/bg grafts, respectively, a 5-fold difference. Associated temporal changes were also different between mouse models, with a left-skewed distribution for the C57BL/ 6 grafts but a nearly normal distribution for the SCID/ bg grafts. The rapid increase in matrix production exceeded the loss of scaffold material in the C57BL/6 model, leading to a marked thickening by 2 weeks. The staggered thickness changes evident in the first 2 weeks of the SCID/bg model resulted from a different onset of degradation by each of the two polymeric constituents (felt and sealant) along with a delayed production of immuno-driven matrix.
H&E staining of explanted grafts revealed cases of excessive thickening for C57BL/6 grafts that were not seen in SCID/bg grafts (Fig. 5a) . Narrowing was observed in both mouse models at the earliest times of histological analysis, though the C57BL/6 graft narrowed more. In all cases of patency at 24 weeks, the lumen increased by 6 weeks as the wall thinned. Scaffolds were infiltrated by cells throughout the full thickness in each mouse model at all times examined (2-24 weeks).
Predicted values of normalized radial compliance, an important clinical metric, showed vastly reduced values in C57BL/6 grafts compared with the native C57BL/6 vein at each experimental time (Fig. 5b) . Slight increases were seen in C57BL/6 graft compliance as thinning accompanied matrix remodeling over time, but compliance at 24 weeks remained well below the native value. For SCID/bg grafts, compliance increased to near native levels after 24 weeks of remodeling, though a lower compliance was predicted from 6 to 12 weeks due to the delayed onset and peak in the inflammatory gain parameter (Fig. 4f) . Note, too, that the native compliance of the C57BL/6 vein is~2.8 times that of the SCID/bg vein, whereby similar matrix degradation rates in the two mouse models effectively reduce the structural stiffness in the SCID/ bg grafts to better match their native compliance at 24 weeks.
Finally, key mechanobiological metrics for G&R simulations of blood vessels generally include pressure-induced circumferential wall stress and flow-induced wall shear stress. Neither predicted value rose to native targets in these mouse models within 24 weeks (Fig. 5c) . Importantly, both a low circumferential stress due to wall thickening and a high wall shear stress due to luminal narrowing would be expected to suppress mechano-mediated matrix production. 37 Circumferential stress increased more in SCID/bg than in C57BL/6 grafts over the 24-week study, but remained less than 50% of its native value. Wall shear stress approached its native value in the SCID/bg mouse, but would likely have gone below the native value based on its projected slope at 24 weeks.
DISCUSSION
Normal vascular cells are exquisitely sensitive to their local mechanical environment, often changing gene expression to promote mechanical homeostasis. 17 Hence, native blood vessels can often mechano-adapt their geometry (i.e., luminal radius, wall thickness, and axial length), structure (i.e., extracellular matrix), function (e.g., cell phenotype or elastic energy storage capacity), and material properties (e.g., stiffness or strength) in response to sustained changes in blood flow and pressure as well as in certain cases of disease or injury. Computational models of the associated mechanobiology and wall mechanics have captured the evolution of such changes. 37, 39 More recently, however, it has become apparent that inflammation can have dramatic effects on G&R of even non-diseased vessels, often in concert with changes in hemodynamics. For example, DOCA-salt and angiotensin II induced hypertension in mice lead to an excessive deposition of adventitial collagen that depends primarily on T-cells. 3, 13 There is, therefore, a general need to understand better the roles of the immunobiology and mechanobiology in vascular adaptations and disease progression. Indeed, our first computational simulation of the effects of angiotensin II induced hypertension on the murine aorta confirmed the importance of separately considering immuno-and mechano-stimuli. 20 Prior empirical studies of TEVG development in interposition IVC mouse models reveal critical roles for macrophages in both neovessel development (desired) and graft stenosis (undesired). 15, 16, 22, 34 As in studies of native vessels, there is a critical need to understand better the immunobiology and mechanobiology when studying TEVG development in vivo. Given the clear role of monocytes/macrophages in foreign body responses to biomaterials in vivo, there has been increased attention to material selection and methods of fabrication to control macrophage phenotype. 4, 35 We adopted a different strategy, however. Rather than contrasting effects of different scaffold materials or designs on the inflammation, 28 we used a computational model to contrast, for the first time, simulated long-term in vivo responses to the same implanted graft [PGA-P(CL/LA) scaffolds] in immunocompetent and immuno-compromised mice.
Albeit not shown, similar to prior findings, 27 our mechano-mediated G&R model alone was unable to capture the observed evolving geometry and material properties of IVC interposition TEVGs in either mouse model. One reason for this finding is that circumferential wall stress and wall shear stress remain below normal levels in the current TEVG (Fig. 5c) ; hence, a mechano-mediated stimulus alone cannot elicit the requisite level of matrix production (cf. Fig. 1) . Indeed, previous simulations in arterial TEVGs identify similar states of low stress, 36 though this case is unique in that excessive tissue deposition shields mechano-sensitive cells instead of excessive polymer stiffness alone. Therefore, our model independently suggested the need for an additional stimulus, modeled phenomenologically herein as immuno-driven. As expected, fitting our model to data from C57BL/6 and SCID/bg grafts required a stronger immune contribution in the former. This difference is particularly evident in the multi-fold higher values of the best-fit parameters for the C57BL/6 grafts (Table 3 ) and the prediction of a much more rapid and extensive inflammatory contribution (Fig. 4f) . Given that macrophage-mediated remodeling is critical for successful neovessel development, 15 our results suggest that a delayed, moderate increase in inflammatory mediators may be preferred. A mechanistic, not phenomenological, model would be needed to identify a potentially optimal inflammatory time course, however.
Recent empirical findings on the development of IVC interposition TEVGs in SCID mice revealed few phenotypic differences from wild-type, suggesting that a lack of mature T-and B-cells does not dramatically affect neovessel patency. 16 Recalling that the bg mutation affects myeloid cells, the same investigative group showed that neovessel development could be improved via either antibody neutralization of the NK cells or anti-platelet treatment. By inference, the simulated delay and decrease in inflammatory matrix production in the SCID/bg grafts herein (Fig. 4f) may reflect mainly the bg mutation and its attenuation of cytokine/protease secretion by platelets and macrophages or immune functions by NK cells. Indeed, pilot studies in C57BL/6 grafts explanted shortly after implantation confirm increased platelet adhesion and thrombus formation (not shown). When looking at the natural history of wall composition in C57BL/6 grafts, collagen deposition with possible replacement of thrombus material appears as early as 1-week postsurgery. 29 Such early, dramatic changes are consistent with our simulations for the C57BL/6 gain parameter (Fig. 4f) . Infiltration of the graft by monocytes/macrophages could drive the conversion of a soft, fibrin-rich thrombus to a stiffer collagen-rich graft, also observed at 2 weeks and reflected by our computational model (Fig. 3a) . Interestingly, inhibition of transforming growth factor type 1 receptor reduces the classically activated macrophages within a graft and leads to better patency rates and thinner grafts without decreasing the number of infiltrating macrophages. 22 Plasmin, which arises in part via activated platelets, can activate latent TGF-b, which in turn could help drive endothelial-to-mesenchymal transition (endo-MT). 24 Increased secretion of TGF-b can also arise from accumulated platelets. 1 Furthermore, classically activated macrophages secrete multiple pro-inflammatory cytokines that exacerbate endo-MT, creating a feed-forward cycle that promotes graft stenosis 22 ( Fig. 5a ). Notwithstanding the utility of our phenomenological model of neovessel development, which lumps all immuno-driven stimuli, there is a need for more mechanistic models of immune cell and platelet activity that can be incorporated within our G&R framework and used to delineate contributors to the inflammation.
Finally, the significant cellularity and matrix accumulation in the SCID/bg grafts highlights a potentially complementary role that a moderate immune response can have on the requisite graded transferal of loadcarrying responsibility from the initial polymeric scaffold to the native matrix (Fig. 1) , particularly if excessive stiff matrix production can be prevented.
Although matrix stiffness appears greater in the native vein of CB17 SCID/bg mice compared to C57BL/6 mice, the immuno-driven collagen production in the C57BL/6 grafts resulted in stiffer fibers than those in the SCID/bg grafts (Fig. 4a) . Together these observations suggest that intrinsic differences in immune pathways could contribute to the different values of stiffness in the two mouse models. Of course, differences in mouse background (C57BL/6 vs. CB17) could confound this response, as biomechanical differences in the wild-type (C57BL/6 vs. CB17) IVC and graft are unknown. Furthermore, the biological mechanism underlying the difference in material stiffness between C57BL/6 and CB17 SCID/bg IVCs has not been identified and could contribute to the observed experimental outcome in ways not predicted by the model. Specifically, SCID/bg mice have deficient adaptive and innate immune systems, and contributions of other immune cells may not be represented well here.
In conclusion, we showed that a single computational model can account for different levels of immuno-driven and mechano-mediated neotissue formation over long periods in TEVGs. Moreover, our data-driven model supports the hypothesis that increased inflammation can lead to stiffer, thicker grafts. Possible advantages of this model are that, given its descriptive capability, it now has potential to be used for hypothesis testing, scaffold design, and the evaluation of adjuvant therapies.
